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Abstract
Phase change materials (PCM) are used in many industrial and residential applications for their
advantageous characteristic of high capacity of latent thermal storage by means of an isothermal
process. In this context, it is very useful to have predictive mathematical models for the analysis of
the thermal performance and the thermal design of these layers. In this work, an experimental
validation of an analytical model that resolves the steady periodic heat transfer problem in a finite
layer of PCM is presented. The experimental investigation was conducted employing a PCM with
thermophysical and thermochemical behavior very close to those hypothesized in the formulation of
the analytical model. For the evaluation of the thermophysical properties of the PCM sample used,
an experimental procedure created by the authors was employed. In all tests realized in a sinusoidal
and non-sinusoidal periodic regime, the comparison between the measured and calculated trends of
the temperature at different sample heights and of the surface heat fluxes show an excellent
agreement. Moreover, also having verified the analytical total stored energy, the analytical model
constitutes a valid instrument for the evaluation of the latent and sensible contribution and the trend
in time of the position of the bi-phase interface.

Keywords: PCM; Experimental validation; Analytical model; Thermophysical properties; New
procedure; DSC.
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1. Introduction
The use of phase change materials (PCM) is the object of increasing interest that has led to many
applications in different contexts. Unlike traditional materials, PCM, owing to their solid-liquid
phase change, allow the storage of a great quantity of latent energy at a constant temperature. For
example, PCM are used in industrial plants for the storage of heating and cooling energy, in the airconditioning of buildings to reduce energy in transit through the walls both in the summer season
and in the winter season. PCM are also used in electronic equipment to ensure correct functioning,
and in containers used for the transportation of food, drinks and medicines to prevent their
deterioration [1]. In many of these applications, the thermal regime can be considered, with a good
approximation, as steady periodic.

Several authors have addressed the problem of the thermal behavior of a PCM layer in steady
periodic regime through analytical models, numerically solved, or through experimental
investigations. The main researches concern the thermal behavior of plates and hollow cylinders in
contact with a fluid [2-4], phase change storage system of solar energy [5-7] and multilayer building
walls containing a PCM layer [8]. In the latter case, many studies regard the evaluation of the
influence of PCM thermophysical properties and of the PCM thickness on the dynamic thermal
characteristics [9-14] for different locations.

If on the one hand, a large number of numerical investigations in a steady periodic regime were
addressed, only a small part of this research is supported by analytical or experimental validation.
For instance, both in cylindrical [15] and plane [16-17] geometry are present studies that compare
numerical results that describe the cyclical performance of a latent heat thermal storage system with
experimental data. In the scientific literature, the experimental validation of an analytical model in a
dimensionless form can be found, resolved with the finite volume method, for the study of the
thermal behavior of a PCM layer with heat flux boundary conditions [18]. In another study, a set of
experimental data was compared with the results of a numerical model considering cubical test cells
subject to a sinusoidal external temperature evolution [19]. Savovic et al. [20] conducted a
numerical study of the heat transfer in a PCM layer with a finite difference model in onedimensional geometry with periodic boundary conditions. The evaluations of the position and
velocity of the bi-phase interface and of the temperature fields were compared with those obtained
with the Ozisik integral method [21]. Similarly, in the case of a PCM layer with a thin fin, a
simplified numerical model that predicts the melt fraction and the form of the bi-phase interface as a
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function of time was verified experimentally [22]. Finally, in the field of building physics the
numerically evaluated thermal behavior of a building component with PCM was verified with
experimental measurements.

For the analysis of the performance and the thermal design of such layers, the aforementioned
studies highlight that it is extremely important to have experimentally validated predictive
mathematical models. The use of these models requires the knowledge of the effective
thermophysical properties of the layer, measurable with the most widespread experimental methods,
namely DSC (Differential Scanning Calorimeter) technique developed by Watson et al. [25], and
the T-History method proposed by Zhang et al. [26], or with new techniques [27, 28] proposed in
trecent years.
Concerning the availability of predictive mathematical models, it is necessary to highlight that the
problem of the determination of the temperature field in a layer subject to phase changes, known as
the Stefan Problem, presents non-linear characteristics, which render the solving of differential
equations describing the phenomenon particularly difficult. In particular, the domains of the
differential equations are variable in time and are determined by the external surface boundary
conditions as well as by the bi-phase interface conditions. These conditions are expressed by an
instantaneous thermal balance equation, which describes conductive heat flux discontinuity, and by
the constraint that at the bi-phase interface the temperature is equal to the phase change
temperature. The thermal field in the two phases, which present different thermophysical properties,
is a function of the position of the bi-phase interface that is variable in time as well as the relative
boundary conditions.

The complexity of the problem has led many authors to use numerical procedures that implement
simplified models to describe the phase change, such as the models known in the literature as latentheat evolution methods [29]. The latter describe the movement of the bi-phase interface through
different approaches known as the apparent heat capacity method, the effective heat capacity
method, and the enthalpy method. Only a limited number of analytical solutions of the Stefan
Problem are available and regard semi-infinite or finite layers with boundary conditions that are not
variable in time [21, 29-34]. The analytical solutions present the advantage of identifying directly
the physical parameters on which the thermal behavior of the system depends, and the function that
connects the unknowns to the physical parameters and to the boundary conditions. Recently, in the
laboratory of "Building Energy" of the Applied Physics Area of the Department of Mechanical,
Energy and Management Engineering (DIMEG) at the University of Calabria, the exact solutions of
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a Stefan Problem in a finite PCM layer in steady periodic regime was obtained [35]. The model
allows for the determination of the bi-phase interface position, of the temperature and heat flux
field, and of the energy stored in latent and sensible form.

The objective of this work is the experimental validation of such a model that was formulated
supposing simplifying hypotheses regarding material behaviour and heat transfer in the layer as
valid. Validation was made using a device developed by the GREA Innovació Concurrent research
group at the University of Lleida (Lleida, Spain). This device contains two controlled chambers,
heated and cooled by copper coils with thermos-stated water supplied by water baths, capable of
setting different boundary conditions upon variation of time. Furthermore, it is equipped with a
system for the measurement and acquisition of temperatures in the sample and of the surface heat
fluxes. This equipment was used in a previous work to test the improvement in the thermal response
of a gypsum board due to the incorporation of PCM [27]. For reduced heating/cooling rate values,
the considered PCM presents, a melting temperature that is very close to the solidification
temperature, a reduced phase change temperature range, and a slight difference between the latent
heat of fusion and that of solidification. Moreover, the material neither present phenomena of phase
segregation nor of subcooling. These properties are very close to those hypothesized in the
formulation of the model. The thermophysical properties were determined by means of specific
tests in the device conducted on the same PCM sample used for validation of the model. In this
regard, a new experimental procedure has been developed, which is an advancement of the method
used in de Gracia et al. [27]. The new procedure allows: (i) the evaluation of the thermophysical
properties in the two phases; (ii) the obtainment of both the thermal conductivity and the specific
heat with a sole experimental test; (iii) the evaluation of the latent heat and the phase change
temperature. The results obtained were compared with those provided by the manufacturer and with
those obtained in the laboratory by means of DSC tests. For the validation of the analytical model,
different sinusoidal boundary conditions are considered, which give rise to reduced heating/cooling
rates, obtained by varying the attenuation and the time lag between the two temperature loadings
operating on the two boundary faces and the oscillation period. Moreover, the model was validated
considering non-sinusoidal boundary conditions. Validation was made by comparing the measured
and analytically calculated trends of the temperatures at different heights in the sample and of the
surface heat fluxes, and by comparing the experimental total stored energy and that provided by the
model.
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In the first part of the paper, the authors present: (i) a description of the PCM employed and of the
experimental device; (ii) the new procedure for the determination of the thermal conductivity and
specific heat capacity in the two phases, latent heat and phase change temperature; (iii) a brief
description of the analytical model for the determination of the position of the bi-phase interface
and of the thermal field in the solid and liquid phases. Successively, the results of the new
experimental procedure for the evaluation of the PCM thermophysical properties are described and
compared with those provided by the manufacturer and with those obtained in the laboratory by
means of DSC tests. Finally, the different experimental tests conducted in a steady periodic regime
for validation of the analytical model are presented.

2. Materials and methodology
2.1. Experimental equipment

2.1.1. PCM description

The material considered in this study is the commercial PCM PureTemp23, provided by Entropy
Solutions [36]. According to the manufacturer, the material presents consistent and repeatable
performance over thousands of thermal (melt/solidify) cycles; it is 100% renewable, non-toxic and
biodegradable since it is produced from natural agricultural sources (such as palm oil, palm kernel
oil, rapeseed oil, coconut oil, and soybean oil). It does not undergo phase segregation and
supercooling, the phenomenon in which a substance cools below its freezing point without
solidifying.

The thermophysical properties and DSC curve of the Puretemp23 provided by the manufacturer,
obtained with a heating rate of 1°C/min, are reported in Figure 1.

Figure 1 - PCM PureTemp23, thermophysical properties and DSC curve with a heating rate of 1°C/min [36].

2.1.2. Device for testing steady and dynamic response of a PCM layer

The experimental set-up used for the tests (Figure 2) is constituted of a wooden structure with
external dimensions of 32 cm x 28 x 61 cm. All the exterior wooden panels (3 mm) are insulated
with 3.5 cm of vacuum panels (thermal resistance = 0.14 m2·K/W) and 2 cm of Pyrogel (k = 0.013
5

W/m K). The internal volume of the structure is divided into two separate air cavities (upper and
lower) by a sample holder made of XPS insulation (19 x 19 x 8 cm). A cylindrical hole with
dimensions of Ø 75 × 75 mm and two heat-flux meters located on the bottom and top of the sample
holder retain the PCM sample in both liquid and solid phases. The insulating layer allows the lateral
surface of the cylinder to be almost adiabatic and obtain a unidirectional heat flux in the axial
direction. The two air cavities constitute controlled environments, heated or cooled by means of
copper coils connected to two programmable water baths able to simulate different thermal
conditions ranging from -10 ºC to 140 ºC. The temperature of each bath is regulated by hot or cold
water flows produced in an individual heater/cooler system. This experimental equipment was
developed at GREA Innovació Concurrent, University of Lleida (Spain) and was used by de Gracia
et al. [27] in an earlier work to evaluate the improvement in the thermal behaviour by impregnating
a PCM in a conventional gypsum board.
Figure 2 - Sections of the test-box scheme design.

The measurement of the heat flux on the two faces of the cylindrical sample of PCM is obtained by
two heat flux meters (Hukseflux HFP01) with a diameter of 7.5 cm with an accuracy of ±5%. These
two heat flux meters allow testing for one-dimensional heat transfer. In these conditions, the steady
component (mean value) of the periodic heat flux on the upper surface is equal to that on the bottom
surface. The temperature in the sample is measured using Ø 0.5 mm thermocouples type T, with an
error of ±0.5 °C, in correspondence with the axis on the upper face (top point) and lower (bot
point), and within the layer at 3 different heights (points 2, 3 and 4). The location of the previously
introduced sensors is shown in Figure 3. A data logger acquires and registers the measured thermal
quantity every 10 seconds.

The surface heat fluxes and the temperatures along the axis of the sample are used for the thermal
analysis in a steady regime and in a transient regime for the evaluation of the thermophysical
properties of the PCM, and in a steady periodic regime for validation of the analytical model.

Figure 3 - Position of the thermocouples TC and the heat flux meters HFM in the cylindrical PCM sample.

2.2. Determination of the PCM thermophysical properties

In this study two techniques are used to determine the thermophysical properties of the PCM: the
DSC and a new procedure proposed by the authors.
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In the first case a sample with reduced dimensions (10-50 mg) is employed, while in the second
case experimental tests were conducted on the same sample used for validation of the model, which
has notably greater dimensions (234 g). As reported in Cheng et al. [28], the thermophysical
properties could be determined by the sample mass. For this reason, such tests are necessary to
compare the thermophysical properties obtained by means of the procedure, with those provided by
the manufacturer and those obtained with the DSC characterization.

2.2.1. DSC characterization

The DSC technique has been widely used to determine the thermophysical properties of different
PCM [37, 38] and allows the evaluation of the stored heat trend per time unit and per mass unit
upon temperature variation. In this study, the DSC is used for two purposes. The first experiments
were designed to investigate the variability of the phase change temperature and of the latent heat
(J/kg) upon variation of the heating/cooling rate. In this case, three dynamic tests were conducted at
0.5 K/min, 5 K/min, and 10 K/min. The second experiments were designed to determine the
specific heat capacity c at different temperatures in the liquid and solid phase. The methodology to
determine the specific heat capacity follows the one published by Ferrer et al. [39].
A Mettler Toledo DSC 822e was used to perform all the experiments. Two samples of the selected
PCM for each experiment were tested under the same conditions to ensure repeatability of the
results. The samples were placed in 40µl closed aluminium crucibles under 200 ml/min N2 flow.
Each sample mass was around 12 mg weighed in a Mettler Toledo AG135 analytical balance with a
precision of 0.01 mg.

2.2.2. New procedure

Thermal conductivity and specific heat

Two tests were conducted for the determination of the thermal conductivity and of the specific heat.
One test was conducted with the sample entirely in a solid phase and the other with the sample
entirely in a liquid phase. The test consists of subjecting the sample to a thermal transient from an
initial steady thermal state to a final steady thermal state without allowing the phase change to
occur. The temperature and heat flux trends measured on the two faces during the thermal transient
regime are used to evaluate the specific heat, while the values corresponding to the final steady
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regime are used for calculation of thermal conductivity. Figure 4 shows a sketch of the temperature
and heat flux trends on the two faces.

Figure 4 - Schematization of temperature trends Ttop and Tbot, on the left, and of surface heat fluxes trends Ftop and Fbot
and of the stored sensible energy ES, on the right, during the thermal transient between an initial steady state and a
final steady state, to be used for the determination of the thermal conductivity and specific heat in the two phases.

The thermal conductivity is obtained using the measurement of the heat flux Ff and that of the
temperatures Ttop,f and Tbot,f on the two faces of the sample with the relation:
λ=

Ff

�Ttop,f − Tbot,f �

L

(Eq. 1)

The thermal conductivity of the solid phase and the liquid phase may also be determined, with a
lower accuracy, using the thermal transient of the experimental tests by means of the progressive
mean method [40].
The energy balance relating to the thermal transient between the initial instant t0, with a linear
temperature profile in the sample T0 (x), and the final instant tf, with a linear temperature profile in
the sample Tf (x), is expressed by the relation:
tf

L

ES = A � �Ftop (t) − Fbot (t)� dt = Aρc � [Tf (x) − T0 (x)] dx
t0

0

(Eq. 2)

The resolution of the preceding equation for the specific heat provides the relation:

c=

t

A ∫t f�Ftop (t) − Fbot (t)� dt
0

Ttop,0 + Tbot,0
Ttop,f + Tbot,f
m ��
�
−
�
��
2
2

(Eq. 3)

The procedure created represents an advancement of the method used in de Gracia et al. [27] in that
it allows for differentiation of the thermophysical properties in the two phases and also allows the
obtainment of both the thermal conductivity and specific heat with one experimental test.
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Heat latent of fusion and phase change temperature

The experimental device was also used to determine the latent heat and the melting temperature.
The tests conducted consist of a thermal transient with a solid-liquid phase change in the entire
sample. The initial state is steady with a uniform temperature and the sample is in a solid phase, and
the final state is also steady and the sample entirely in a liquid phase. Since the phase change at the
different heights of the PCM sample starts and ends in different time instants, the energy balance of
the sample was obtained as the sum of the energetic balance of the subvolumes associated with the
single thermocouples. With reference to Figure 5, if t0 and tf are the initial and final instant of the
thermal transient, the total energy stored by generic subvolume j of thickness Δxj , expressed by the

integral of the difference between the entering and exiting heat flux, is given by the sum: (i) of the
sensible energy stored in the time intervals in which the subvolume is in the solid phase, between
the instant t0 and t1,j, and in liquid phase, between t2,j and tf; (ii) of the stored latent energy due to the

phase change in the subvolume, in the interval (t1,j , t2,j). The sensible energy stored during the solid
phase and during the liquid phase is obtained using the respective initial and final temperatures,
while the latent energy stored is that corresponding to the phase change of the mass of subvolume
mj .
Figure 5 - Schematization of the temperature trend in a j-th node, on the left, and of the surface heat fluxes trends Ftop
and Fbot and of the total stored energy ET, on the right, during the thermal transient between an initial steady state and
a final steady state, to be used for the determination of the latent heat and of the phase change temperature.

For the entire sample, the total stored energy is obtained by summing the contributions of the n
subvolumes:
n

tf

𝐴𝐴 � � �F(xj − Δxj /2, t) − F(xj + Δxj /2, t)� dt
j=1 t0

n

= � �ρs cp A �
j=1
n

s

xj −Δxj /2

+ � �ρl cp A �
j=1

l

xj +Δxj /2

xj +Δxj /2

xj −Δxj /2

n

�Tj �t1,j � − Tj (t 0 )� dx� + ��mj H� +

�Tj (t f ) − Tj (t 2,j )� dx�

j=1

(Eq. 4)

Developing the summation at the first member, for the total stored energy ET the expression is
obtained:
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n

tf

tf

A � � �F(xj − Δxj /2, t) − F(xj + Δxj /2, t)� dt = A � �Ftop (t) − Fbot (t)�dt = ET (Eq. 5)
j=1 t0

t0

In the second member of Eq. 4, the first term represents the sensible energy stored in the solid phase
ES,s , the second term represents the stored latent energy EL and the third term represents the

sensible energy stored in the liquid phase ES,l . Finally, resolving Eq. 4 for the latent heat H, the
following relation is obtained:

H=

�ET − ES,s − ES,l �
m

(Eq. 6)

As regards the determination of the phase change temperature, for each subvolume, the temperature
value in the interval (t1,j , t2,j), corresponding to the phase change, was considered.

2.3. Analytical model

2.3.1. Description

The study of thermal exchange in a PCM, known as the Stefan or Moving Boundary Problem,
subjected to steady periodic boundary conditions was developed in a previous paper [35] by
simultaneously solving the general equation of conduction in the solid phase and in the liquid
phase, coupled by bi-phase interface conditions and by boundary conditions on two faces. At the biphase interface, the difference in heat fluxes between the liquid phase and the solid phase is equal to
the heat needed for the fusion/solidification process per unit time and the temperature is equal to the
melting temperature. Interface conditions introduce complexity in the resolution of the temperature
field given that the position of the bi-phase interface in various instants is unknown.

The Stefan Problem addressed regards a cyclic process, in a steady periodic regime, in which the
two phases are active since the boundary conditions regard a temperature oscillation above the
melting temperature on one face and a temperature oscillation below the melting temperature on the
other face. In such conditions, in the layer, a sole bi-phase interface originates.
The model was determined supposing: (i) that the transfer of conductive heat is one-directional in
the liquid phase, as well as in the solid phase; (ii) that the bi-phase interface is flat and the phase
change is reversible and isothermal: hysteresis phenomena are excluded; (iii) the absence of
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subcooling phenomena and of phase segregation; (iv) that the thermophysical properties of the
PCM are constant with the temperature, but different in the solid and liquid phase; (v) that the
difference of density between the solid phase and the liquid phase is negligible.

The temperature and heat flux fields and the bi-phase interface position are expressed through a
Fourier series expansion. The steady thermal field and the fluctuating thermal field in the two
phases are obtained separately. The analytical solution to such a Stefan problem is reported in
synthetic form in Section 2.3.2, while the resolution procedure of the model and some applications
of the solution are reported in detail in [35].

2.3.2. Constitutive equations of the analytical model

With reference to Figure 6-I, the equations of the model are:
•

General equation of conduction in phase (a) and in phase (b)

∂2 Ta 1 ∂Ta
−
=0
∂x 2 αa ∂t

0 < x < XM (t)

∂2 Tb 1 ∂Tb
−
=0
∂x 2 αb ∂t

XM (t) < x < L (Eq. 7)

with XM (t) position of the bi-phase interface, T temperature at abscissa x and at time t, α= λ/(ρc)

thermal diffusivity, λ thermal conductivity, ρ density, c specific heat capacity and L thickness of the
layer. Subscripts (a) and (b) indicate the two phases.
•

Stefan conditions at the bi-phase interface:

�λa

∂Ta
∂Tb
dXM
− λb
�
= ρH
∂x
∂x x=XM
dt

(Eq. 8)

Ta (XM , t) = Tb (XM , t) = TM

(Eq. 9)

In Eq. 8, H is the latent heat of fusion (J/kg) and dXM/dt the advancement velocity of the bi-phase
interface at the melting temperature TM .

The periodic boundary conditions in terms of temperature on face 1 of abscissa x = 0 of layer (a)
and on face 2 of abscissa x = L of layer (b), using the harmonic method are:
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n

Ta (0, t) = T1 (t) = ϑ�1 + ϑ1 (t) = ϑ�1 + � ϑ�1 k (t)

(Eq. 10)

Tb (L, t) = T2 (t) = ϑ�2 + ϑ2 (t) = ϑ�2 + � ϑ�2 k (t)

(Eq. 11)

k=1
n

k=1

with ϑ� temperature steady component, ϑ(t) fluctuation of null mean value, k order and n number of
harmonics ϑ�k (t).

In these conditions, the thermal field in the layer is steady periodic and is placed in the form:
n

n

k=1

k=1

T(x, t) = ϑ�(x) + ϑ(x, t) = ϑ�(x) + � ϑ�k (x, t) = ϑ� + ��ϑ�k �sen(kωt + φk )

(Eq. 12)

� + ϕ(x, t) = ϕ
� +�ϕ
� k (x, t) = ϕ
� + ��ϕ
� k �sen(kωt + ψk )
F(x, t) = ϕ

(Eq. 13)

n

n

k=1

k=1

� respectively steady component of the temperature at abscissa x and steady
with ϑ�(x) and ϕ
component of the heat flux, ϑ(x, t) and ϕ(x, t) fluctuations of the null mean value at abscissa x and

� k (x, t) sinusoidal components with amplitude �ϑ�k � and �ϕ
� k �, argument φk and
time t, ϑ�k (x, t) and ϕ

ψk , and pulsation kω.

The bi-phase interface also presents a periodic trend:
n

n

k=1

k=1

XM (t) = χ�M + χM (t) = χ�M + � χ�M k (t) = χ�M + ��χ�M k �sen(kωt + ζk )

(Eq. 14)

with χ�M steady component of the bi-phase interface around which oscillates fluctuation χM (t),
expressed as the sum of n harmonics χ�M k (t) of amplitude �χ�M k � and of argument ζk .

The steady contribution of the solution is obtained by resolving the conduction equation in the solid
phase and in the liquid phase with the bi-phase interface at the melting temperature TM of abscissa

χ�M , not depending on time, and steady boundary conditions ϑ�1 and ϑ�2 .

Figure 6 - Reference system of the bi-phase interface position, boundary conditions and temperature trend in the liquid
phase (a) and in the solid phase (b) in the PCM layer. (I) steady component + oscillating component; (II) steady
component; (III) oscillating component.
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The resolution of the oscillating thermal field, with reference to a generic harmonic, is obtained
� k , χ�M of pulsation kω, is represented
with the phasors method [41]. Each generic harmonic ϑ�k , ϕ
k

by means of the imaginary part of the relative phasor written in the complex form. For the
temperature:
ϑ�k = �ϑ�k �[cos(kωt + φk ) + jsen(kωt + φk )] = �ϑ�k �ejφk ejkωt

(Eq. 15)

with �ϑ�k � = �ϑ�k � and arg(ϑ�k ) = arg(ϑ�k ).
Table 1 reports the resolutive equations of the steady model, with reference to Figure 6-II, and of
the oscillating model, with reference to Figure 6-III. In particular, the table contains: (i) the equation
of the heat conduction in the liquid phase and in the solid phase; (ii) the Stefan conditions at the biphase interface; (iii) the boundary conditions on the two external faces that delimit the layer.

Table 1 - Constitutive equations of the steady model and of the oscillating model.

In the table, the spatial coordinate in the reference system of the steady model is indicated with x,
with origin on face 1, while in that of the oscillating model, it is indicated with x*, with origin in
correspondence of the steady component of the position of the bi-phase interface. The two
coordinates are bound by the relation 𝑥𝑥 ∗ = 𝑥𝑥 − χ�M . The total temperature and heat flux field, with

reference to a single harmonic, are obtained respectively with the relations:
T(x, t) = ϑ�(x) + ϑ�(𝑥𝑥 − χ�M , t)

(Eq. 16)

� +ϕ
� (𝑥𝑥 − χ�M , t)
F(x, t) = ϕ

in which the oscillating component is reported in the reference system of the steady component.

The steady thermal field is that in a slab with two layers, one in solid phase and the other in liquid
phase, with temperature ϑ�1 and ϑ�2 assigned on the two faces of the boundary, and with thicknesses
defined by the steady component of the bi-phase interface.

For the oscillating thermal field, the use of the phasors method allows transformation of the partial
differential equation, which describes heat conduction in the solid phase and in the liquid phase and
the discontinuity of the heat flux at the bi-phase interface, in ordinary differential equations.
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Substituting the boundary conditions in the general solution of the ordinary differential equations
that describe heat conduction in the two phases, a system of algebraic equations is obtained. The
resolution of this system provides the phasor associated with the oscillating component of the
position of the bi-phase interface, which is successively used to determine the phasors associated
with the thermal field.
Table 2 reports the solution to the steady model and to the oscillating model. The steady solution
defines the position of the bi-phase interface χ�M (Eq. 27), the temperature field in the two phases
� a (x) and ϑ
� b (x) (Eqs. 28 and 29), and the transferred heat flux ϕ
�a = ϕ
�b = ϕ
� (Eq. 30). The
ϑ

oscillating solution is represented: by the equation for the determination of the phasor associated
with the oscillating component of the bi-phase interface χ�M (Eq. 31); by the phasors, function of the

phasor χ�M, associated with the oscillating temperature ϑ�a (x ∗ ), ϑ�ab (x ∗ ) and ϑ�b (x ∗ ) (Eqs. 32, 33 and

� a (x ∗ ), ϕ
� ab (x ∗ ) and ϕ
� b (x ∗ ) (Eqs. 35, 36 and 37), calculated in the two
34) and oscillating heat flux ϕ

phases and in the portion of the layer subject to phase change. The equation for the determination of
χ�M is an implicit transcendental equation with complex parameters and unknowns, the solution to

which cannot be expressed in symbolic explicit form. However, it is possible to determine it by
means of dedicated algorithms once the parameter values are known. A parametric study and an

analytical approximation of Eq. (31) were presented in a recent research by Mazzeo and Oliveti
[42]. The oscillating components in the time domain are obtained successively considering only the
imaginary part of the preceding phasors expressed in trigonometrical form.

Table 2 - Solution of the steady model and of the oscillating model.

In the table with γa = (1+j)(ω/2αa )1/2 and γb = (1+j)(ω/2αb )1/2 the propagation constants in the two

phases are indicated.

The advancement velocity of the bi-phase interface υ�M is obtained deriving the oscillating
component of the bi-phase interface:

υ�M =

dχ�M
= Im�jωχ�M ejωt � = ω|χ�M |cos(ωt + ζ)
dt

(Eq. 38)

Substituting Eq. (38) in Eq. (8), the expression of the latent heat stored/released per unit time is
obtained:
� H = ρHυ�M
ϕ

(Eq. 39)
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. PCM sample employed in the experimental device

The cylindrical PCM sample in liquid phase used in the device has a mass of 234.1 g and a diameter
of 7.1 cm (the reduction of the diameter is due to a double cylinder layer of impermeable film used
in the sample holder to avoid the liquid leakage in the test box). The density of the liquid phase of
sample resulted as being equal to 0.831 g/ml while that of the solid phase to 0.865 g/ml. After the
phase change, it was found that the volume variation is contained and is always less than 5%. The
density value provided in the solid phase by the manufacturer results as being 5% higher compared
to the value measured. Considering the density value measured in the liquid phase, the height of the
cylindrical sample results as being equal to 7.11 cm (the reduction of the height is due to the
placement of the heat flux meters at the top and bottom of the sample holder). In order to ascertain
the exact placement of the thermocouples within the sample along the axis at different heights, a
test in steady state with the sample in the solid phase was conducted by setting two different
temperature values on the upper and lower faces. Considering the top surface as origin of the
reference system, the resultant placements of the thermocouples are xTC2 = 1.73 cm, xTC3 =

3.03 cm and xTC4 = 4.99 cm. Finally, it is necessary to take into account that the bath temperatures

are different from the sample face temperatures, owing to the heat losses towards the external
environment or the heat fluxes from the external environment at temperature Tenv through: (i) the
boundary surfaces of the bath; (ii) the surfaces of the conduits that supply the coils; (iii) the surfaces
of the walls that delimit the two cavities of the test box.

3.2. Determination of the PCM thermophysical properties

3.2.1. DSC characterization

On one hand, Table 3 summarizes for different heating/cooling rates the experimental results for the
two samples in terms of the latent heat of fusion Hfus and of solidification Hsol, of melting Tfus and
of solidification Tsol temperature, and of melting temperature range ΔTfus and solidification
temperature range ΔTsol. In addition, the table shows the arithmetic mean values and the standard
deviation of the values obtained using the two samples.
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Table 3 - Summary of the DSC results for the two samples of PureTemp23 at 0.5 K/min, 5 K/min and 10 K/min.

Latent heat and phase change temperature results of PureTemp 23 obtained by DSC are repeatable,
presenting a standard deviation of less than 3.7 kJ/kg for the latent heat, less than 0.23 °C for the
phase change temperature and less than 0.16 °C for the melting and solidification temperature
ranges, in all the different analyses obtained when varying the heating/cooling rate. Moreover, no
remarkable differences (< 3.4 ºC) between melting and solidification temperatures are observed
when applying a heating rate of 0.5 K/min. Nonetheless, this temperature difference becomes
significant when increasing the heating/cooling rate, reaching a difference of around 10 K between
Tfus and Tsol in the case of 10 K/min. This could be due to the sample not achieving thermal
equilibrium when applying high heating/cooling rates and also for the crystallization process.
Analogously, the melting and the solidification temperature ranges are reduced respectively from
10.00 °C and 6.54 °C to 2.53 °C and 0.44 °C by reducing the heating/cooling rate from 10 K/min to
0.1 K/min. This behaviour upon variation of the heating/cooling rate is confirmed in other works
available in the scientific literature [43-45]. It is noteworthy that the latent heat provided by the
manufacturer, 201 J/g at 1 K/min (see Figure 1), is between the latent heat presented in this paper
(see Table 3) at 0.5 and 5 K/min. On the contrary, this trend is not observed for the melting
temperature, with a difference of 1.52 K and 1.89 K between the manufacturer value and the results
presented here at 0.5 and 5 K/min, respectively.
In summary, in the case of PureTemp 23, upon diminishment of the heating/cooling rate, the
melting temperature decreases, the solidification temperature increases and both the melting and the
solidification temperature range reduce and become almost the same, while the latent heat of fusion
is very close to that of solidification in all the different tests, and upon the decrease of the
heating/cooling rate it undergoes a slight increase.
The analysis performed established that the experimental tests to be conducted for the validation of
the analytical model should be performed at heating/cooling rates equal or lower than 0.5 K/min.
This allows a reduced difference between the melting temperature and the solidification temperature
to be obtained and the phase change temperature range to be contained.
On the other hand, Figure 7 shows the specific heat capacity c as a function of temperature. The
specific heat capacity of PureTemp 23 is 1.55 (±0.01) kJ/kg·K at 10 ºC and 2.05 (±0.03) kJ/kg·K at
40 ºC. The results obtained with the two samples are in agreement, ensuring repeatability of the
results. The manufacturer provides the specific heat capacity at both phases without specifying at
which temperature they are measured. Nevertheless, if these results are compared, they are also in
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agreement especially for the liquid phase, which presents a difference of 0.06 kJ/kg·K whereas for
the solid phase it is 0.29 kJ/kg·K.

Figure 7 - Specific heat capacity as a function of the temperature for the solid phase and liquid phase of the two
samples of Pure Temp 23.

3.2.2. New procedure

Thermal conductivity and specific heat

For the determination of the thermal conductivity and the specific heat in both solid and liquid
phase the method described in Section 2.2.2 was applied. For the solid phase, starting from a
uniform temperature of 0 °C in the sample, at the initial instant t0 the temperature of the upper water
bath was modified and set at 18°C. For the liquid phase, starting from a steady field in the sample at
a constant temperature of 28.5 °C, at initial instant t0, the temperature of the upper bath was
modified and set at 90 °C.

The trends of temperatures at different heights and of the surface heat fluxes recorded during the
thermal transient process are reported for the solid phase and for the liquid phase in Figure 8. The
trends of the sensible energy stored per unit time, calculated as the difference between the surface
heat fluxes, are reported in the figures showing the trends of the surface heat fluxes.

Figure 8 - Trends of the temperatures TC at different heights, of the surface heat fluxes HFM and of the sensible energy
stored per unit time ES,t. (a) and (b) solid phase; (c) and (d) liquid phase.

Figure 8 highlights that the thermal transient in the test, (a) and (b), with the sample in a solid phase
has a duration of approximately 12 hours, while in the test with the sample in a liquid phase, (c) and
(d), it has a duration of approximately 15 hours. The different duration is due to the different
specific heat capacity in the two phases and to the different temperature excursion imposed at the
initial time instant on the top surface.
In both tests the temperature trends and the bottom heat flux trend increase until becoming constant
once the final steady state was reached. The top heat flux increases at the beginning, it successively
reaches a maximum value and at the end decreases and becomes constant in correspondence to the
final steady state.
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Table 4 presents a summary of the values of the initial and final temperatures and of the final heat
flux used for the calculation of the thermal conductivity and of the specific heat of the solid phase
and the liquid phase, calculated with Eq. (1) and Eq. (3).
Table 4 - Measured values of temperatures 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 and 𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 on the two faces of the sample at final instant tf and initial

instant t0 of the thermal transient, of steady heat fluxes 𝐹𝐹𝑓𝑓 at final instant tf, of the stored sensible energy ES, of the
thermal conductivity λ and of the specific heat capacity c, in the two experimental tests with the sample entirely in solid
and in liquid phase.

The comparison between the thermal conductivity values provided by the manufacturer and those
obtained by the experimental investigation show a deviation of -7.3% for the solid phase and +6.1%
for the liquid phase. Instead, the thermal conductivity values obtained for the solid phase and for the
liquid phase, employing the mean progressive method, resulted as being, respectively, 0.235 W/m K
and 0.178 W/m K.
Regarding the specific heat, the results obtained were compared with those reported in Section
3.2.1, which highlight a dependence of the specific heat on the temperature. The values obtained in
the experimental device correspond to an average temperature in the sample in the thermal transient
equal to Tsample = 7.7 °C for the solid phase test and to Tsample = 44.5 °C for the liquid phase test. In
correspondence to these temperatures, the curve of c(T), shown in Figure 7, for the solid phase
provides a value of cs = 1514.2 (J/kg · K) and for the liquid phase a value of cl = 2049.3 (J/kg ·
K).

Heat latent of fusion and phase change temperature

For the determination of the latent heat and of the phase change temperature, the method considered
is described in Section 2.2.2. Starting from a steady field in the sample in solid phase at a uniform
temperature equal to 15 °C, at initial instant t0 the temperature of the upper water bath and that of
the lower water bath were modified in order to obtain a uniform temperature equal to 29 °C at the
end of the thermal transient in the sample.

Figure 9 respectively reports the temperature trends at the different heights and the trends of the
surface heat fluxes recorded during the thermal transient. Figure 9b also reports the trend of the
energy stored per unit time, sum of the sensible contribution and of the latent contribution.
Figure 9 highlights that the thermal transient has a duration of approximately 36 hours, proving the
high latent storage capacity of the PCM. The solid-liquid phase change in the sample, owing to the
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effect of the considered boundary conditions, initially occurs on the two boundary surfaces and then
proceeds towards the inside until it determines the phase change in the entire volume.

Figure 9 – (a) Temperature trends at the different heights; (b) trends of the surface heat fluxes and of the sensible
energy stored per unit time.

The recorded temperature trends show that the heating rate during the solid phase reduces
proceeding from the two boundary faces top and bot towards the inside of the sample, in
correspondence with thermocouples TC3, TC4 and TC5. This reduction determines a decrease of
the melting temperature proceeding towards the inside of the sample, as shown by the trends in
Figure 9a during the phase change. In particular, the heating rate is 0.027 K/min on the top face,
0.022 K/min on the bot face, and 0.017 in correspondence with TC3, TC4 and TC5. The
corresponding melting temperatures are approximately: 26.2 °C on the face top; 24.7 °C on the face
bot; 22.47 °C for the three internal thermocouples. The dependence of the melting on the heating
rate has already been highlighted with the DSC tests in Section 3.2.1.

In the experimental tests, conducted to verify the analytical model, the periodic trends of the
temperatures made in the sample give rise to heating/cooling rates of between 0.001 and 0.01
K/min. For this reason, the phase change temperature used in the analytical model was assumed at
22.47 °C, with which is associated the lower heating rate, in correspondence with TC3, TC4 and
TC5, in the experimental test.

Regarding the evaluation of the latent heat, Table 5 reports the sensible energy stored in the solid
phase and in the liquid phase for each subvolume, represented respectively by the first and third
term of the second member of Eq. 4, and the total energy stored in the entire sample, represented by
the first member of Eq. 4.

Table 5 - Sensible energy stored in the solid phase and in the liquid phase by each subvolume and by the entire layer,
total sensible energy stored and total energy stored.

Applying Eq. 6, taking into account the values in Table 5 and of the sample mass equal to m =
234.1 g, a value of H = 221.18 kJ/kg is obtained. This result confirms the slight increase undergone
by the latent heat upon the decrease of the heating/cooling rate, as highlighted in Section 3.2.1.
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3.3. Validation of the analytical model
Table 6 reports the thermophysical properties of the PCM sample used in the experimental device to
verify the analytical model.
Table 6 - Thermophysical properties of the PureTemp23 PCM sample used in the device.

Regarding the density, since the model provides for an identical value in the two phases, the value ρ
reported in the table is the average between the liquid phase density and the solid phase density.
The periodic temperature conditions on the two faces of the sample were set by the fluid
temperatures in the two thermal baths. The resulting surface temperature were successively
interpolated by a Fourier series expansion and used as the boundary conditions in the analytical
model. The achievement of the validation of the analytical model with different boundary
conditions requires the conduction of: (i) several tests in the sinusoidal periodic regime by varying
the attenuation factor and the time lag between the temperature oscillations on the two faces, and
the period of oscillations; (ii) one test in the non-sinusoidal periodic regime to consider the effect of
multiple harmonics.
Table 7, both in the case of sinusoidal temperature boundary conditions and in the case of nonsinusoidal temperature boundary conditions, reports for each harmonics used in the Fourier series
expansion: the order k and the period P, the mean steady value ϑ�1 and ϑ�2 , the amplitude �ϑ�1 � and �ϑ�2 �,
and the argument arg�ϑ�1 � and arg�ϑ�2 � of the surface temperature loadings, the attenuation factor f

and the time lag Δt between the two loadings.

Table 7 - Tests in a sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal regime: order k and period P of the harmonics used in the Fourier
series expansion, mean steady value �𝜗𝜗̃1 � and �𝜗𝜗̃2 �, amplitude �𝜗𝜗̃1 � and �𝜗𝜗̃2 �, and argument 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎�𝜗𝜗̃1 � and 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎�𝜗𝜗̃2 � of the
two boundary conditions, attenuation factor f and time lag Δt between the two boundary conditions.

In the different tests, the interpolation of the boundary conditions by the Fourier series expansion
was obtained with correlation indexes R2 very close to the unit. The same value in all the
experiments was assigned to the mean value of the temperature of each fluid with the aim to obtain
in the various tests the same mean temperature value on the top surface and the same temperature
value on the bottom surface. The mean temperature measurements resulted as being equal,
respectively, to 33.8 ± 0.8 °C and 12.5 ± 0.2 °C. Thus, the tests differ only in terms of the
fluctuating component. Furthermore, the top surface temperature at each instant is greater than the
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melting temperature, while the bottom surface temperature is always lower than the melting
temperature. In these conditions, a sole bi-phase interface is achieved in the layer that divides the
liquid phase, which is always placed in the upper part of the sample, from the solid phase, placed in
the lower part of the sample.

TEST 1 is the reference test and regards boundary conditions that are both sinusoidal with a period
of 24 hours. The amplitude and the argument of the temperature oscillation on the top face are,
respectively, 9.547 °C and 0.950 rad, while on the bottom face the temperature oscillation is
attenuated and undergoes a time lag, respectively, of 0.459 rad and 6.166 rad. In TEST 2 the
boundary condition on the bottom face was modified, reducing the attenuation factor to 0.104. This
modification gave rise to a slight variation of the time lag. In TEST 5 the boundary condition on the
bottom face was modified to obtain a different time lag of 1.508 rad, which led to a slight
modification of the attenuation factor. Only the period of the oscillations on the boundary surface of
the sample was modified in TEST 4. An additional test to validate the analytical model in nonsinusoidal conditions was conducted. This experimental test regards a non-regular fluctuation with
period equal to 24 hours on the top face and on the bottom face described through a Fourier series
expansion truncated at the fifth harmonic.

In the different tests, the achievement of a steady periodic regime was held to be satisfied when in
two successive cycles, the temperature trends at the different heights present mean deviations of
less than 3% and those of the surface fluxes less than 5%. For example, in the case of TEST 1,
Figure 10 reports the thermal transient evolution up to the reaching of the steady periodic regime of
the temperatures at the different heights and of the surface heat fluxes. The regime conditions are
achieved after four 24-hour cycles.

Figure 10 - Thermal transient during TEST 1 until attainment of the steady periodic regime of temperatures at different
heights and of the surface heat fluxes.

Since the experimental device employed does not allow the direct measurement of the position of
the bi-phase interface at each time instant, the experimental verification of the analytical model was
obtained directly by comparing
•

The temperature values measured and calculated at five different heights;

and indirectly by comparing
•

The heat flux values measured and calculated on the two faces of the sample;
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•

The values of the total energy stored calculated with the analytical model and those obtained
through the integral in time of the difference in the measured surface heat fluxes.

In the case of tests in a sinusoidal periodic regime, Figure 11 reports the comparison between the
experimental temperature trends at different heights and of the surface heat fluxes, and the trends
obtained analytically with the equations presented in Table 2. The analogue figures relative to the
test in a non-sinusoidal periodic regime are reported in Figure 12. In the latter case, the analytical
profiles were obtained by applying the equations relative to the steady model and, for the different
harmonics, those relative to the oscillating model.

Figure 11 - Comparison between the measured (TC and HFM) and calculated (T and F) temperature trends at different
heights, on the left, and of the surface heat fluxes, on the right, in the case of test in a sinusoidal periodic regime. From
the top to the bottom in the order: TEST1, TEST2, TEST4 and TEST5.

Figure 12 - Comparison between the measured (TC and HFM) and calculated (T and F) temperature trends at different
heights, on the left, and of the surface heat fluxes, on the right, in the case of test in a non-sinusoidal periodic regime.

The experimental temperature trends in all the tests confirm that for the boundary conditions
considered, represented by trends TC1 and TC5, a sole one bi-phase interface is present in the layer.
It remains highlighted in all the tests by the TC3 trends since they intersect the phase change
temperature, and in tests 1, 2 and 5 also by the TC2 trends, which for a brief time interval reaches
the phase change temperature while during the remaining part of the period it is in liquid phase.
The temperature fluctuations in the solid phase (TC4 and TC5) and in the liquid phase (TC1 and
TC2), not involved in the phase change, present regular trends that attenuate and undergo a time lag
proceeding from the two boundary surfaces towards the inside of the layer, in proximity to the
portion involved in the phase change. In this portion, a smaller amplitude of the temperature
fluctuation is recorded as the heat fluxes in transit in the two phases are converted into latent
energy.

The qualitative comparison between the experimental trends and the trends calculated with the
analytical model is, overall, very good in that in all the tests, since the periodic fluctuations present
similar mean values, amplitudes and appear to be in phase. In particular, the deviations recorded on
the temperature trends result as being very reduced in the portions of the layer that are always in
liquid phase and in solid phase, while in the portion affected by the phase change, the deviations are
more evident. Instead, regarding the measured heat flux, compared to that calculated with the
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analytical model, on the top surface it presents a slightly lower amplitude, whereas on the bottom it
has a slightly greater amplitude.
Such quantitative deviations recorded are to be attributed:
•

to the non-one-directionality of the heat flux caused by:
o

The imperfect adiabaticity of the lateral boundary surface of the cylindrical sample.
In particular, having recorded an external environment temperature close to the
melting temperature in all the tests, the liquid phase of the sample transfers heat to
the external environment while the solid phase receives heat from the external
environment. This finds confirmation in the measured heat flux values, which on the
bottom surface present a higher mean steady value and a higher amplitude compared
to those calculated with the analytical model, while on the top surface they are lower
(see Table 8 for the steady values and Figures 11 and 12 for the amplitudes).

o The convective effects in the portion of the layer in liquid phase which increase the
thermal losses towards the external environment. As proposed by other authors
[16,18], addressing similar experimental tests, the convection phenomena can be
neglected in a PCM layer with a small thickness.
For each test, Table 8 reports the mean steady value of the heat flux measured on the top and
bottom surfaces, the absolute and percentage deviation, the mean steady value of the
analytically calculated heat flux and the percentage deviation between the two measured
steady heat fluxes and the analytical one.
����������
Table 8 - For the different tests, heat flux steady mean value measured on the top surface 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 and on the bottom
�
����������
surface 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 , absolute 𝛥𝛥�������
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 and percentage Δ% deviation, heat flux steady mean value calculated analytically 𝜙𝜙
and percentage deviations Δtop% and Δbot% between the two measured heat fluxes and the analytical one.

The table shows that, since the percentage deviations are in the order of ± 6%, and close to
the error of measurement of the heat flux meters, in the experimental device the conditions
of adiabaticity can be held to be sufficiently verified and that conduction plays the main role
in the heat transfer in the layer. In such conditions, the heat transfer is almost onedimensional.
•

to the hysteresis phenomenon, a function of the heating/cooling rate, which gives rise to a
melting temperature that is different from the solidification temperature, and to a melting
latent heat that is slightly different from that of solidification; to the dependence of the phase
change temperature range and of the latent heat on the heating/cooling rate. This
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phenomenon greatly influences the temperature trends in proximity to the portion of the
layer subject to phase change.
•

to the variability of the specific heat in the liquid phase and in the solid phase with the
temperature, as already shown in Figure 7, compared to the analytical model that uses the
mean values in the two phases.

•

to the slight difference in density in the two phases (±2% compared to the mean value),
which in the analytical model is assumed as constant and equal to the mean value.

•

to the slight variation of the volume following the transition phase, which produces a
variation of the length of the sample of 4% in the case in which the entire layer changes
phase. In the tests, only a reduced portion of the layer is subject to phase change.

•

to the experimental trends produced by a steady periodic regime that are respected with an
error always lower than 5%, and to the slight difference between the experimental and
analytical boundary conditions, represented with a Fourier series expansion truncated at the
fifth harmonic.

Despite the abovementioned experimentally detected phenomena, the basic hypotheses and the
results of the analytical model result as being sufficiently verified. Therefore, the model can be used
validly for the study of the dynamic thermal behaviour of a PCM layer and for the evaluation of
stored energy in latent and sensible form. A further validation, in energy terms, of the predictive
capacity of the model was obtained by comparing the total stored or released energy of the sample
in the different experiments obtained with the analytical model. Table 9 shows the total stored
energy determined experimentally and that calculated analytically as well as the percentage
deviation.
Despite propagation of the error in the calculation of ET,exp as the integral of the difference between

the two surface heat fluxes, measured with an accuracy of ± 5%, and the basic assumptions of the
analytical model that have not been perfectly verified, the deviations are less than 8% in a periodic
sinusoidal regime and of the order of 15% in a non-sinusoidal periodic regime.

Table 9 - For the different tests, experimental and analytical value of the total stored energy and percentage deviation.

Moreover, Table 9 shows that the maximum total energy stored is recorded in the case of TEST 1,
with a higher attenuation factor and boundary conditions that are almost in phase. The reduction of
the period gives rise to a reduction of the total stored energy.
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The validated analytical model was used to determine the trend upon variation of the time of the biphase interface position. From the latter it was possible to evaluate the latent stored energy by
means Eqs. (38-39) and then the sensible stored energy as the difference between the total and the
latent stored energy. These results for the different tests are reported for the position of the bi-phase
interface in Figure 13 and for the stored energy in Table 10.

Figure 13 - For the different tests, trend of the position of the bi-phase interface as a function of time.

In the different tests, the position of the bi-phase interface fluctuates within the layer between the
abscissae x = 2.4 cm and x = 3.6 cm, determining a phase change of, at most, 17% of the thickness
of the PCM layer.
Table 10 - For the different tests, sensible and latent stored energy.

The reduced value of the stored latent energy, compared to the sensible one, is due to the contained
extension of the portion subject to phase change.

4. Conclusions
An experimental validation of an analytical model resolving the Stefan Problem in a PCM layer
subjected to steady periodic boundary conditions that give rise to a sole bi-phase interface was
conducted. The temperature boundary conditions considered regard sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal
periodic trends. The model was verified by comparing the measured and calculated temperature
trends at different heights in the layer, the trends of the surface heat fluxes, and the total stored
energy. Thermophysical properties determined by means of experimental tests obtained using the
same PCM test sample were used. To this end, a new procedure allowed for the determining of the
thermal conductivity and of the specific heat in the liquid phase and in the solid phase, of the latent
heat and of the phase change temperature with a limited number of tests in an experimental device.
The values obtained are close to those provided by the manufacturer and those determined by DSC
characterization.

The analytical model provides accurate predictive assessments as the temperature fluctuations
throughout the layer and the surface heat flux fluctuations result as being very close to the
experimental ones. In particular, the trends have similar mean values, of the amplitudes and of the
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arguments. The deviations recorded on the temperature trends are significantly reduced in the
portion of the layer that is always in a liquid phase and in a solid phase, while they are more evident
in the portion involved in the phase change. As regards the measured heat flux, compared to that
calculated with the analytical model, on the top surface it presents slightly higher amplitude,
whereas on the bottom it has a slightly lower amplitude. These slight differences are mainly
attributable to: the thermal field that is not strictly one-dimensional because of the imperfect
adiabaticity of the cylindrical lateral surface of the sample used and the convective heat fluxes
which originate in the liquid phase; the variability of thermophysical properties with the
temperature. In the area affected by the phase change, the most obvious deviations can be mainly
attributed to the presence of a phase change temperature range, rather than a single temperature, and
to the phenomenon of hysteresis, both a function of the heating/cooling rate. Owing to this
phenomenon, the melting temperature and the latent heat of fusion are, respectively, different from
the solidification temperature and the latent heat of solidification. Furthermore, also the phase
change temperature range and the latent heat vary upon variation of the heating/cooling rate.

Finally, the predictive capacity of the model in the evaluation of the total stored energy calculating
the deviations from that determined experimentally was verified. The reduced values of these
deviations justify the use of the model to determine the trend of the position of the bi-phase
interface as a function of time and the energy stored in the sensible and latent form in the layer.

The maximum total energy stored is recorded in the case in which the attenuation factor is higher
and the arguments are almost close, between the two temperature boundary conditions. The
reduction of the period gives rise to a reduction of the total stored energy.
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Nomenclature
(a)

portion of the layer in phase a

(b)

portion of the layer in phase b

c

specific heat capacity [J/(kg∙K)]

D

sample diameter [m]

E

energy stored [J]

f

attenuation factor [-]

F

heat flux [W/m2]

H

latent heat of fusion [J/kg]

HFM

experimental heat flux [W/m2]

k

harmonic order [-]

L

thickness of the PCM layer [m]

m

sample mass [kg]

n

number of harmonics [-]

P

period of oscillation [s]

t

time [s]

t*

a particular instant in time [s]

t1

initial time instant of the phase change [s]

t2

final time instant of the phase change [s]

T

temperature [K]

TC

experimental temperature [K]

V

volume [m3]

x

spatial Cartesian coordinates in steady regime [m]

x*

spatial Cartesian coordinates in oscillating regime [m]

X

position of the bi-phase interface [m]

Greek symbols
α

thermal diffusivity [m2/s]

γ

propagation constant [m-1]

Δ

deviation

Δt

time lag [rad]

ΔV

volume variation [m3]

Δx

thickness of the subvolume [m]

ζ

argument of the oscillating component of the position of bi-phase interface [rad]

ϑ

ϑp , ϑr

generic component of the temperature Fourier series expansion [K]
constants of integration [K]
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λ

thermal conductivity [W/(m∙K)]

ρ

density [kg/m3]

υ

velocity of the bi-phase interface [m/s]

ϕ

generic component of the heat flux Fourier series expansion [W/m2]

ψ

argument of the heat flux oscillation [rad]

ω

angular frequency [rad/s]

φ
χ

argument of the temperature oscillation [rad]

generic component of the position of bi-phase interface Fourier series expansion [m]

Subscripts
0

initial time instant of the transient regime

1

face 1

2

face 2

a

phase a

A

sample holder area [m2]

anal

analytical

b

phase b

bot

referring to the sample bottom surface

cf

referring to the thermal bath that provides the cold fluid

env

referring to the external environment of the test-box

ET

referring to the total energy stored

exp

experimental

f

final time instant of the transient regime

fus

fusion

H

latent heat stored per unit time

hf

referring to the thermal bath that provides the hot fluid

HFM

referring to the experimental heat flux

j

referring to the j-esimo subvolume of the sample

k

k-th harmonic

l

liquid phase

L

latent heat storage

M

melting

s

solid phase

S

sensible heat storage

sample referring to the sample holder
sol

solidification

T

total heat storage

TC

referring to the experimental temperature

top

referring to the sample top surface

tot

total sensible heat storage

Symbols
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–

mean value

~

oscillating value in the time domain

̂

oscillating value in the complex domain

||

amplitude of an oscillating value

arg

argument of an oscillating value
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